Issues related to marginal lands with reference to selected agricultural problematic areas
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Abstract

Functions of rural areas are influenced, among others, by historical conditions of social development, such as: the intensity of population growth, the insufficient level of produced crops and the permanent food shortages. Such approach to rural areas contributed to development of less useful areas, characterised by the low production potential, for agricultural purposes. Besides, those areas are also characterised by the intensive fragmentation of arable lands and directing the agricultural production to meet own demands of farmers. Professional publications include many proposals concerning definitions of marginal lands with reference to problematic areas. It mainly depends on the field of research, the authors and the approach to the discussed issues. The objective of this paper is to review the terminology and characteristics of marginal areas and problematic areas. As a result, the original definition of agricultural problematic areas will be proposed by the authors; this is important in Poland, in particular, when those issues are considered from the perspective of increasing the size of problematic areas and agricultural development in those areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Conditions of the agricultural production space in Poland reflects the historical-and-legal, social-and-economic and demographic factors. At present, in Polish rural areas serious problems are created by economic factors and fragmented agriculture which will not be able to play production functions (such as generation of raw materials and products in the conditions of the strong competition) or non-production functions (such as contribution to landscape values, protection of the natural environment). Diversification of natural-and-soil conditions leads to situation when the agricultural production is performed both, in the favourable and non-favourable conditions, in low-lands, uplands and in mountains where it is extremely difficult to run agricultural activity. In may be noticed that those are the areas which – in recent years – have been influenced by all changes and system transformations with the highest intensity. In addition, arable lands are highly fragmented, dispersion in rural areas [LEŃ 2017a, b]. Those areas are called agricultural problematic areas, depression areas, areas not useful for agriculture etc. [BANSKI 1999].

Basic factors which contributed to development of less useful areas (of the lower production potential) for agricultural purposes are, among others [JADCYZ-SZYN 2009]:
1) intensive exploitation and irrational use of natural resources which intensify erosive degradation or acidification of soils;
2) historical conditions of social development, such as: intensity of the population growth, low crops level and permanent food shortages;
3) concentration of burdensome industrial production, location of waste dumps and dust emission which contribute to local pollution of arable lands;
4) delays in economic development in areas of limited production potential and lower incomes of inhabitants.

TERMINOLOGY DESCRIBING PROBLEMATIC AREAS

According to Article 2 item 7 of the act of 27th March, 2003 on spatial planning and development, problematic areas should be defined as: “Areas of peculiar phenomena in the field of spatial development or in relation to the occurrence of spatial conflicts, presented in a voivodeship development plan or determined in the documentation of conditions and directions of spatial development of a commune” [Ustawa... 2003].

Professional publications propose many different definitions of problematic areas. It depends on the domain of research, on the authors or different approaches to the discussed issue. Such terms as: conflict areas, areas of scarcity, depression areas, difficult areas, areas of production reserves, impaired areas, pathological areas, poorly developed areas, areas of delayed development, marginal areas etc. [BANSKI 1999] are used in publications dealing with the subject. Usually those terms are synonyms of the term “problematic areas” but the arbitrary use of those terms may lead to misunderstanding or errors.

The statement may be found in professional publications that problematic areas, being a part of the geographical space, are characterised by the occurrence of negative phenomena: “(…) in social, economic and technical spheres, which generate specified internal anomalies (in the spatial structure) and abnormalities of the area” [ZAGOŻDŻON 1988]. The problematic area is also a unit of the geographical space, which presents “(…) some anomalies of development (…)” [WIĘCKOWICZ 1989].

This issue has been determined by [1985], for whom the problematic area is characterised by many concentrations of conflict functions in the same areas and disharmonies of development. They are reflected in the low level of living conditions, emigration of people and degradation of the natural environment [JAKOBSZE 1985].

Basing on the thesis presented by BANSKI [1999], problematic areas may be also defined from the perspective of complications which are generated by those areas in the country economy [BANSKI 1999]. On the one hand it has been assumed that the presence of such areas results in serious barriers for the social-and-economic policy and, therefore, it is not possible to solve the problem at the regional level [SZLACHTA 1984]. The similar way of thinking was assumed by other authors pointing that – besides the, so-called, areas of depression of the high level of stagnancy (or, even regression), they specify problematic areas which require particular operations in order to solve untypical issues. That is why SECOMSKI [1982] stresses that this basically concerns the necessity to accurately check, restructure or deep renewal of areas of outdated industry or agriculture [SECOMSKI 1982]. CIOK [1991] points that the term “problematic areas” is considered as “(…) areas of low effectiveness of social-and-economic and spatial structures and, therefore, requiring special operations in the field of planning and regional policy that are required to solve existing problems” [CIOK 1991]. It is important to notice that those areas which are characterised by the relatively low development potential and which economic development requires considerable support from external resources, are also considered as rural problematic areas.

Problematic areas are also called depression areas which are characterised, first of all, de the declining economy and increasing emigration [FRIEDMANN, ALONSO 1964]. WINIARSKI [1976] uses the same terms to define those areas. In the group of areas of delayed development he also points to depression regions which are divided into two groups: areas which require structural reconversion and areas which require general reconstructions [WINIARSKI 1976].

Professional publications often use the term “neglected areas”; those areas are discussed by HORODENSKI [1985] as areas of the relatively lowest level of development which makes that the socially justified needs cannot be met [HORODENSKI 1985]. STASIUK [1985] uses the term “less developed areas” which “(…) level of social-and-economic development is lower than the average (at the continental, country or regional level)”. Another definition of problematic areas is proposed by ZAGOŻDŻON [1980]. He states that: „A peripheral system in the spatial-and-functional structure of a defined unity is a part of the area characterised by the feature of peripheral areas, located outside zones of the highest economic activity” [ZAGOŻDŻON 1980]. Peripheral areas are also called marginal areas [BANSKI 1999]. Besides, it should be noticed that the location of such areas is also an important factor concerning the discussed issues.

Agricultural scientists attempt to define problematic areas from the perspective of agriculture. Basing on FALKOWSKI [1990] agricultural problematic areas are characterised by the low agricultural effectiveness comparing to natural, historical-and-economic conditions, as well as to the level of investments in fixed and current assets of the agriculture [FALKOWSKI 1990]. However BIS [1990] considers them as areas of the low agricultural production which is difficult to be maintained: “(…) the agricultural production in par-
ticular areas depends on natural conditions, which almost "automatically" lead to underdevelopment of the entire agricultural infrastructure and culture, what results in impairment of the region” [BIS 1990]. SKAWINSKA [1993] says that agricultural problematic areas are: “(...) areas which play or can play the leading agricultural role due to the favourable quality of the agricultural production space and the achievable effectiveness of the agricultural production, but implementation of this function is threatened” [SKAWINska 1993]. BAŃSKI [1999] writes that this author points to the division of problematic areas into three categories: areas of production depressions (which do not utilise the possibilities generated by the natural and economic conditions), conflict areas (which are characterised by concentration of many functions limiting the development of agriculture) and marginal areas (which are characterised by unfavourable natural conditions [BAŃSKI 1999]).

Another division of problematic areas was performed by KULIKOWSKI [1992]. He distinguished two groups: depression areas "(...) which are underdeveloped comparing to surrounding areas of similar natural and economic production conditions (...)” and conflict areas "(...) characterised by concentration of many functions (such as agriculture, industry, transport etc.) and one of those functions is developed to the detriment of other functions” [KULIKOWSKI 1992]. It results from the review of professional publications that conflict areas may also be problematic areas. According to BAŃSKI [1999] spatial conflicts and classification of conflicts were mainly analysed by KOŁODZIEJSKI [1982a, b; 1987] and BAŃSKI [1999]. Following their opinions, the essence of conflicts is "(...) the fight for the access to the space, its values and resources (...)” performed by business entities operating in the space, which have different social and economic objectives [KOŁODZIEJSKI 1982a]. BAŃSKI [1999] suggests that conflicts cannot be measured and, therefore, they are subjectively discussed by many authors [BAŃSKI 1999].

According to the authors of this paper, four important definitions of problematic areas should be considered [BAŃSKI 1999]:

- the problematic area, being a part of the geographical space, which is characterised by the occurrence of negative phenomena: “(...) from the social, economic and technical spheres, which result in specified internal anomalies (in the spatial structure) and abnormalities of the area” [ZAGOZDZON 1988];
- the problematic areas are consistent with those parts of a voivodeship where: “(...) problems which are particularly burdensome or difficult for solving occur” [DOMANISKI 1987];
- the area of the low effectiveness of social-and-economic and spatial structures, and therefore, which require special activity in the field of planning and the regional policy, required to solve the existing problems [CIOK 1991];
- a problematic area is a spatial unity, which is characterised by abnormality of one or many spatial elements [BAŃSKI 1999].

MARGINAL LANDS WITH REFERENCE TO PROBLEMATIC AREAS

Problematic areas are sometimes defined as marginal lands. It may be assumed that both definitions are similar, however the traditions of the term “marginal lands” are longer and it only partially covers with characteristic features of problematic areas.

The term of marginal soils appeared in the interwar period in the European countries: in Germany, Austria and France, where agricultural activity was mainly based on the manpower. After the assessment of financial inputs on the manpower and material inputs it turned out that the costs exceeded the values of yields. Marginal soils were defined as soils of the lowest prolificacy which exclusion from the use does not considerably influence the reduction of profits of a farm [MICHA, ROKICKA 1998].

In Poland the term “marginal lands” appeared in the nineties, after market transformations of the agricultural economy. Costs of labour and material costs highly exceeded the value of yields. As a result, the Agricultural Ownership Agency of the state Treasury (AWRSP – Pol. Agencja Własności Rolnej Skarbu Państwa), currently the Agricultural Property Agency (ANR – Pol. Agencja Nieruchomości Rolnej), which took over the lands of the State Farms (PGR – Pol. państwowe gospodarstwo rolne) distinguished 57 400 hectares of agriculturally inefficient lands and called them marginal lands. In 1993, after the assessment of lands being the property of the Agency it became necessary to regulate legal issues related to marginal lands. Those estimations led to conclusions concerning the exclusion of considerably parts of lands from agriculture and destination of those lands for non-agricultural purposes. That was the reason of creation of procedures and criteria of delineation of lands (soils) being the property of the AWRSP and lands which did not meet the requirements of the efficiency of cultivation in particular conditions [MICHA 1998].

The Ministry of Agriculture and Food Economy (MRiGŻ – Pol. Ministerstwo Rolnictwa i Gospodarki Żywnościowej) and the Institute of Soil Science and Plant Cultivation (IUNG – Pol. Instytut Uprawy, Nawożenia i Gleboznawstwa) in Pulawy were responsible for methods of agricultural and non-agricultural development of marginal lands. In 1992 the Department of Management of Lands and Agricultural Facilities of the Ministry determined, in more details, the issue of marginal lands and defined them as lands which were still used for agricultural purposes or remained in the register of arable lands which – due to disadvantageous natural, man-made and economic conditions are characterised by the relatively low productivity are which were not useful for production of the health food [JÓZEFACIUK et al. 1996]. The
IUNG developed the definition of marginal lands which says that: “Agricultural marginal lands (of arable soils and green areas) are the soils which are included in the register of arable lands which – due to disadvantageous properties and natural conditions and the land use methods are characterised by the low productivity and economic effects although correct agrotechnical operations are applied” [MICHA 1998]. In 1993 the Ministry decided that: “In the science of economy and organisation of work in agriculture the term “marginal lands” covers such lands where the agricultural production in the existing range already is, or will be in the future, unprofitable or is becoming less profitable”. The above definition was the basis for the grant “Rationalisation of marginal lands” ordered by the MRiGŻ.

Three agricultural organisations, i.e. the Institute of Soils Science and Plant Cultivation in Pulawy, the Institute for Land Reclamation and Grassland Farming (IMUZ – Pol. Instytut Melioracji i Użytków Zielonych, since 2010 – Institute of Technology and Life Sciences, ITP – Pol. Instytut Technologiczno-Przyrodniczy) in Falenty and the Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics (IERiGŻ – Instytut Ekonomiki Rolnictwa i Gospodarki Żywnościewej) in Warszawa were responsible for implementation of this project.

The objective of that grant was to determine criteria which might be used for determination and exclusion of soils which were characterised by the low influence on profits of farms. The authors additionally analysed the issue related to determination of the rational use of those lands in the agriculture, as well as for other purposes. The project was initiated by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Economy which developed the set of tests for that project.

In 1966 the IUNG developed detailed guidelines concerning delination of marginal lands from arable lands [JÓZEFACIUK et al. 1996]. According to approved criteria, four groups of soils are distinguished [KOTAŃSKA 1999; following: JÓZEFACIUK et al. 1996]:
1) jejune soils of green areas where the production is unprofitable due to disadvantageous natural conditions and erosion;
2) soils of different classes, chemically polluted as a result of business activities of people;
3) damaged or mechanically transformed soils, denuded of the fertile layer;
4) soils of disadvantageous natural-and-territorial conditions, i.e. arable lands of difficult access possibilities or difficult mechanical cultivation.

Additionally, marginal lands are divided into:
- proper – arable lands, not useful for agriculture due to the light granulometric composition, disadvantageous location, erosion or pollution;
- alternatively marginal lands – arable lands with the possibility to transfer them into green areas or with the possibilities of cultivation in the periods of particular economic situation, with consideration of ecological or weather limitations.

The basis of determination of the quality and usefulness of soils is determination of the soil classes [MICHA 1998]. The unified classification of soils performed in the entire Poland considered physical and morphological properties of soils, being the descriptive and cartographic material in the form of classification maps presented at the scale of the cadastral map [ŁĘN 2010, according to: Rozporządzenie… 1956].

Another meaning of the term “marginal lands” may be found in professional publications. It refers to the areas which were never (or almost never) used for agricultural purposes, which are not included in the register of arable lands and which are too jejune to be destined for arable fields. In 1992, at the Earth’s Summit in Rio de Janeiro it was suggested not to destine such soils for agricultural purposes, since after the inclusion in arable fields, they could slightly improve the food balance. At the same time, destination of such lands for agricultural purposes, usually reduces the forest cover of continents, what negatively influences the possible environmental hazards [MICHA 1998].

Determination of marginal lands in our country was applied until Poland accessed the European Union. Since 2004 the term “agricultural problematic areas” has been used.

**CONDITIONS FOR INCREASING PROBLEMATIC AREAS IN THE WORLD AND IN POLAND**

Accession of Poland to the European Union created the new situation for rural areas [SOBOLEWSKA-MIKULSKA 2009]. However, the presence of agricultural problematic areas in our country is not the precedent issue. Countries which have been the EU members for many years also met the similar difficulties at the time of integration. Examples include France, Austria and Italy, having mountain soils, which are several times less fertile than typical soils of the EU countries. However, Sweden and Finland face with the issue of the presence of northern regions, i.e. the agricultural production space characterised by short days and low temperatures.

Considering this, the following conditions of distinguishing problematic areas may be listed:
1) natural factors;
2) demographic-social-and-economic factors.

When the natural factors are discussed, it should be noticed that diversification of the agricultural production potential results from the spatial variations of the natural environment, including soil, water and climate conditions.

Poland has advantageous conditions of the terrain relief; it is mainly characterised by plains and small hills. In our country we face water and wind erosion hazards. The relatively high diversification of the natural conditions exists in Poland; as a result it is possible to diversify the structure of sowing.

Natural conditions of increasing the size of problematic areas may be, among others (Photos 1, 2):
areas directly hazarded by floods;
- areas characterised by the high risk of flooding events;
- landslides, of diversified level of intensity;
- areas hazard by erosion;
- areas characterised by low classes of soils and poor complexes of the agricultural usefulness.

Besides, demands for agricultural products of soils of V and VI classes is low. Therefore it is important to provide activities aiming at optimisation of the land use, in particular with reference to the poorest soils. Several directions of such optimisation may be considered:

- development, implementation of techniques and technologies of agro-technical methods of increasing the soil fertility;
- attempts to change the land use of parts of arable lands into green areas (this concerns the poorest soils, which are located in river valleys; changing the water economy in those valleys may lead to moisturising the existing arable lands that they will become green areas);
- searching for plants better adapted to cultivation, for example, on light soils.

Cultivation on poor arable lands in mountains is not justified; rich rainfalls make the use of such land highly difficult. There is a need to destine those lands, for example, for ecological fields. This concerns, in particular, several hundred thousand hectares of wetlands. It is extremely urgent to consider wetlands as agricultural ecological fields which contribute to the, so-called-ecological balance in the agriculture. Eroded, although cultivated slopes of mountains and rolling areas where the maintenance of arable lands is not justified due to the high values of slope. The only activity which may result in benefits for the agriculture is forestation of those lands [MICHNA 1998].

Social-and-economic and social-and-demographic limitations include such factors as: depopulating and ageing of villages and the absence of young successors of farmers. Areas facing with those limitations are characterised by more difficult development conditions and farms are less competitive in relation to other farms and they are determined as neglected, problematic areas or areas of delayed development.

One of the main factors which result in the decreased intensity of development of the agriculture in Poland is the economic slump of the agriculture. It leads to the reduced profitability of the agricultural production. Besides, many arable lands are being slowly absorbed by big cities which are dynamically growing. This process highly threats agricultural and forest complexes which may be developed by investments. Additionally, reduction of profitability and lack of the possibility to modernise and technically restructure should be also mentioned.

Factors which considerably limit agricultural incomes include the fragmented agrarian structure and small size of farms. This problem concerns, in particular, the South-eastern Poland [ŁEŃ 2010; 2011; NOGA, ŁEŃ 2010], the Central Poland [WÓJCIK, ŁEŃ
2015] and the Eastern Poland [KróL 2014]. In the Polish conditions the high fragmentation of fields is important; it is described as the burdensome patchwork of fields. This issue was analysed in many professional publications [KróL, Len 2016; Len 2012; Len et al. 2016; Len, Mika 2016a,b; Noga, Król 2016]. The element which usually accompanies the distributed structure of lands is the incorrect system of agricultural transport roads, including narrow and criss-crossed roads, not adapted to heavy transport and the use of agricultural machinery [Radziszewska, Jaroszewicz 2012].

Depopulation in rural areas has been also observed. This process, first of all, had the form of migration of young people of the mobile production age, to big urban and industrial centres. As a result the decrease of the number of births in rural areas may be observed. Exceptions include municipalities located on light soils, close to industrial centres and relatively close to large recreation and tourist centres. Municipalities of the high percentage of the poorest soils, located close to industrial and recreation centres are still being developed, similarly to municipalities located on good soils. In those municipalities (for example, in municipalities of the high percentage of soils of V and VI classes in the total area of soils in the Małopolska voivodeship). In such conditions the families of farmers leaves their farming activity on the poorest soils when they find better, non-agricultural jobs, with good salaries.

**PERSPECTIVES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE AGRICULTURE IN PROBLEMATIC AREAS**

The processes of spatial diversification of rural areas, between the areas of the high and low development levels, appeared with the higher intensity in the nineties. According to Bański [1999] the strongest drop may be noticed on problematic areas. They require the particular attention paid by local governments and by the central government at all levels.

Problematic areas during their restructuring and adaptation to the EU standards are sensitive for any pathological trends. Those areas should be supported by development of forecasts and the detailed strategy of development; it should be remembered that every analysed object is unique in its structure. Attention should be paid to the areas of the lower level of development and the low quality of the agricultural production space, since they do not have any chances of development. That is why also other economic functions should be promoted in those areas, such as forest functions, cultivation of power-crops, promotion of tourism and recreation, creation of bicycle routes and routes for pedestrians, horse riding events, creation of ecological fields etc.

In the long term, the multi-functional development of agricultural problematic areas may stop or slow down the negative processes in the agriculture.

Therefore, harmonious combination of the agriculture and promotion of tourism and agro-tourism creates the great chance for rural areas (Photo 3).

Incomes from tourism may be equal or even higher than those achieved from the agricultural production. Another benefit may concern the reserves of the manpower which may be directed to submit tourist services.

The prevailing part of areas of the lower development level and the low quality of agro-ecological values are characterised by attractive conditions of the natural environment which foster the development of recreation. Destination of lands for non-agricultural and non-forest purposes may begin the development of summer houses, what will encourage inhabitants of urban areas to take advantage of this form of resting [Dudzińska et al. 2014].

In the areas of the degraded natural environment rational agro-technical operations should be performed which may reduce the level of contamination of the natural environment. It is important to optimise mineral fertilising and amend it with natural fertilisers. Another operation should concern the cultivation of plants and forestation of lands of the lower quality and buffer strips (Photo 4). It is good to check the knowledge of the villagers about the role of field plants in shaping the agricultural production area [Dudel, Polak 2016].

The following activities should be applied, among others, in ecologically threatened areas: cultivation of plants resistant to particular types of pollution, reduction of orchards in areas of higher emission of dusts, containing chemical compounds which are danger for the human health and implementation of the permanent monitoring of pollution.

The future of problematic areas, threatened by degradation will depend, first of all on planning-and-spatial decisions. At present, local governments may influence the spatial development. Rational decisions may contribute to reduction or weakening of the process of degradation of the natural environment.

Improvements of the level of agriculture in problematic areas may be mainly achieved by:

- the possibility to produce ecological food – development of organic farming [Kisiel, Grabowska 2014];
- development of agritourist, as a result of advantageous natural conditions (clean environment, large areas of forests, low level of industrial and urban development, unique landscape values);
- adequate area structure of farms;
- opening the foreign markets;
- the possibilities to develop large areas for non-agricultural purposes.
II. Criterion – terrain relief

Basing on analysis of professional publications the authors determined agricultural problematic areas as lands which are still used for agricultural purposes, but which do not generate incomes due to [WOJCICKI LEN 2016].

I. Location, in relation to market and job opportunities, including:
- the tax district,
- the high level of unemployment,
- the high population density,
- the low structure of incomes;

II. The terrain relief with consideration of:
- locations on areas with high slope values,
- disadvantageous directions of slopes,
- erosion hazard,

III. Soil conditions with respect to their quality and usefulness, with consideration of:
- the low class of soils,
- the poor complex of the agricultural usefulness,
- the excessive moisture or the high dryness of soils.

According to those considerations three main and detailed criteria were proposed concerning the selection and delineation of problematic areas which were assigned adequate point weights, according to the assumed rule that the less favourable the feature value is the higher if the value of the weight [WOJCICKI LEN 2016].

I. Criterion – location – 30 points:
1) tax district – division into tax districts;
2) the rate of unemployment – division into intervals (in %);
3) the population density – division into intervals (individuals per km²);
4) the structure of incomes – division into levels of incomes.

II. Criterion – terrain relief – 40 points:
1) slope (the terrain slope study) – division into intervals (in %);
2) direction of slopes – division into basic directions, in degrees, according to the wind rose;
3) erosion hazard – division into levels of erosion intensity.

III. Criterion – soil conditions with respect to the quality and usefulness of soils – 30 points:
1) soil classes – division into arable lands and green areas;
2) the agricultural usefulness complexes – the division of complexes was systematised according to the index of validation of the agricultural space (WRPR);
3) water relations – were determined on the basis of the above data with consideration of the moisture criteria with respect to soil-and-agricultural complexes.

Weights were assigned to the above criteria, according to the following formula – the synthetic index which allows to parameterise the criterion of selected agricultural problematic areas $W_{OPRn}$ acc. to WÓJCICKI LEN [2016]:

$$W_{OPRn} = \frac{\sum (k_n \cdot p_n)}{P_w}$$

where: $W_{OPRn}$ = the synthetic index allowing to parameterise the criterion of the selected agricultural problematic areas; $k_n$ = the weight of the delineated group of areas (depending on the criterion); $p_n$ = the size of the delineated group of areas (depending on the criterion); $P_w$ = the size of the analysed area.

CONCLUSIONS

Areas of disadvantageous natural-and-soil conditions or areas which were created by demographic-and-social and economic factors may occur in every agricultural space. Such areas, previously known as “marginal lands” and “problematic lands” at present, require significant changes and structural tools which will transform those areas in order to achieve the most effective resources of the Earth. The review of publications concerning the terminology and specification of marginal lands and problematic areas, as well as the proposal concerning the original definition of agricultural problematic areas proves that we deal with similar terms, but understood and defined in different way, depending on different domains of knowledge. Discussed conditions for increasing the size of problematic areas and perspectives of development of the agriculture proves that those issues are important for solving at many levels of administration.

Destination of marginal and problematic lands to play specific functions should determine directions of changes of their possible development. All solutions concerning the development of those areas should be directed in a way that would allow to consider social, economic and environmental aspects.
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ISSUES RELATED TO MARGINAL LANDS WITH REFERENCE TO SELECTED AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMATIC AREAS

Justyna WÓJCIK-LEŃ, Katarzyna SOBOLEWSKA-MIKULSKA

Problematyka gruntów marginalnych w odniesieniu do wybranych obszarów problemowych rolnictwa

STRESZCZENIE

Na obszary wiejskie wpływają między innymi historyczne uwarunkowania rozwoju społeczeństwa, np.: tempo przyrostu ludności, uzyskiwanie małych plonów oraz ciągłego niedoboru żywności, które przyczyniły się do zagospodarowania na cele rolnicze również obszarów mniej przydatnych, o małym potencjał produkcyjnym. Ponadto, na tych terenach występuje znaczące rozdrobnienie gruntów rolnych oraz kierunki produkcji są określone przez specyfikę własnych potrzeb rolników. W literaturze naukowej znajduje się wiele propozycji definiowania gruntów marginalnych przy użyciu szerokiej gamy kryteriów, a także w kontekście problemów wyróżniania obszarów problemowych. W efekcie została zaproponowana autorska definicja obszarów problemowych rolnictwa, co w warunkach polskich wydaje się istotne z perspektywy powiększenia obszarów problemowych oraz rozwoju rolnictwa na tych terenach.
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